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ABSTRACT: This study focuses on the repair of damaged hair with the joint use of transglutaminase (TG enzyme) and
keratin. We first prepared a TG-keratin repair solution with reasonable wool keratin and TG enzyme concentration,
and used the soaking process to repair the damaged hair so as to modify protein fibers. We, then, measured the alkali
solubility, fracture stress and strain, and swelling rate of the hair samples, before and after the treatment. The results
showed that after treatment, samples’ alkali solubility reduced from 16.14% to 4.92%, fracture stress increased from
0.832 N to 1.668 N, fracture strain arose from 8.81 mm to 10.17 mm, and swelling rate drops from 38.34% to 2.34%.
Both Fourier transform infrared and X-ray diffraction spectroscopies further indicated that combined treatment with
keratin and TG enzyme had significant repair effect on the damaged sites, where proteins were exposed with more amide
bonds, higher crystallinity, increased percentage of crystalline area over the entire fiber area, and strengthened cross-
link activities. Observation under both scanning electron microscope and atomic force microscope revealed smoother
surface and fewer warped scales on the surface of hairs after combined treatment with keratin and TG enzyme. To
our best knowledge, this is the first application of enzyme technology in damaged hair repair. It opens up a new
research direction for green, environmentally friendly, and efficient biological hair care and will play a pivotal role in
the application of various protein-based materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Transglutaminase (TG enzyme) is an enzyme prepa-
ration widely used in food processing industry to
catalyze the reaction of the ε-amino group on the
lysine residue with the γ-hydroxyamide group on
the glutamic acid residue to form covalent crosslink-
ing between proteins or peptides. Recently, TG
enzyme has also been applied to repair wool, silk
and other protein fabrics. Both wool and hair are
mainly composed of keratin and have similar lysine
and glutamic acid residues contents [1], suggesting
that application of TG enzyme for hair repair is
highly feasible. The mechanism of hair repair by TG
enzyme combined with keratin is shown in Fig. 1.

Currently, most hair care products use surfac-
tants, which can only clean oil on the hair surface
and not achieve the expected maintenance effect.
Others, although exhibit a certain repair effect due
to addition of a small amount of amino acids in
them, have a limited repair effect because amino

acids as small molecules are prone to lose. Proteins
and their hydrolysates are beneficial to hair and
able to increase hair moisture, softness and flexi-
bility [2]. Among them, hydrolyzed keratin and its
derivatives have been widely used in hair and skin
care products due to their high smoothness, gloss,
flexibility and biocompatibility [3]. As early as in
1988, Ni et al [4] used Croquat WKP to quarternarily
ammonialize hydrolyzed keratin for hair care and
found the product possesses a good adhesion ability
before and after perm and cannot be easily washed
away by shampoo. Zhang et al [5] used L-cysteine as
a reducing agent to extract keratin from rabbit hair
fiber and used it as the main raw material to prepare
a novel keratin hair conditioner. Clara et al [6]
studied the effects of two wool keratin samples
on hair and assessed the changes in fiber on hair
surface by measuring the contact angle; and it was
proved that the product could clearly improve the
moisture content and mechanical properties of hair
fiber. The above keratin hair care methods are
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Fig. 1 Mechanism of hair repair by combination of keratin and TG enzyme.

mainly via physical adhesion to reorganize hair’s
broken disulfide bonds so as to change hair per-
formance. Although this kind of hair repair has
its advantages of strength improvement, moisture
maintenance, and UV protection, it also has some
disadvantages: (1) hair is prone to swelling due
to water absorption; (2) reformation of disulfide
bonds has certain randomness, and the method can
only increase the formation of disulfide bond, which
has limited bond energy; (3) the method is mostly
based on the principle that keratin, at high concen-
tration, could form a film. Easily peeled off film
on the hair surface leads to production of massive
dandruff [7–9]. In order to solve these problems,
we for the first time used low concentration of
keratin in combination with TG enzyme to repair
damaged hairs. Compared with traditional meth-
ods, TG enzyme is a highly efficient catalyst. On
the basis of forming more disulfide bonds to extra
keratin, it can specifically catalyze more covalent
crosslinking in keratin. TG enzyme can promote the
crosslink not only intra and inter molecular chains
of the broken hair fibers, but also between the extra
keratin molecule chains and the molecular chains
of the hair fibers, making the repair effect more
significant and quasi-permanent [10–12].

In this study, we applied TG enzyme to repair
the damaged hairs and obtain the modified protein
fibers, and measured its repair effect. Overall, our
study provides a theoretical basis for enzymatic hair
care and a new idea for biological hair care. Further-
more it confirmed the great potential of application
of various protein-based materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of keratin repair solution and
repair process

Keratin repair solution was prepared by diluting the
mixture of 12 ml of 5% (w/v) hydrolyzed keratin
solution of 20–30 KDa molecular weight and 8 ml
of 5% (w/v) hydrolyzed keratin solution of 0.7–
1.4 KDa molecular weight to 100 ml with water. For
hair repair, 1 g of damaged hair samples, ∼30 cm
long, were soaked in the prepared keratin repair
solution at 40 °C for 90 min. After wash with
deionized water for 3–5 times, the repaired samples
were dried naturally, labeled as KRS, and set aside
for future uses.

Preparation of TG enzyme repair solution and
repair process

TG enzyme repair solution was prepared by dissolv-
ing 0.1 g TG enzyme powder (activity 4700 U/g)
in 100 ml deionized water. For hair repair, 1 g of
damaged hair samples were soaked in the prepared
TG enzyme repair solution at 40 °C for 90 min. After
having been washed with deionized water for 3–
5 times, the repaired samples were dried naturally,
labeled as TGRS, and set aside for future uses.

Preparation of keratin-TG enzyme combined
repair solution and repair process

After a series of screening and optimization experi-
ments, preparation of keratin-TG enzyme combined
repair solution and repair process were finalized as
the following. First, 1 g of damaged hair samples
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were soaked in 100 ml keratin repair solution at
40 °C for 30 min. After having been washed with
deionized water for 3–5 times, the samples were
soaked in TG enzyme repair solution at 40 °C for
90 min. At last, the samples were washed again with
deionized water 3–5 times, dried naturally, labeled
as TG-KRS and set aside for future uses.

Characteristic determination of the repaired
hair samples

Determination of alkali solubility

A certain amount of hair samples with constant
dry weight were treated with 100 ml of 0.2 mol/l
sodium hydroxide solution at 65 °C for 60 min.
These samples were filtered, washed with distilled
water, neutralized with 10 ml of diluted acetic acid,
and dried at 65 °C to constant weight. The alkali
solubility, a, was calculated as

a =
X (1−G)−W

X (1−G)
×100%,

where X is the original hair mass, g; G is the %
moisture content (approximately equal to 0); and
W is the residual hair mass after alkali treatment, g.

Determination of hair fracture stress and fracture
strain

The experiment was performed using an electronic
fiber strength test machine following the FZ/T
01030-1993 standard. For each sample, 50 parallel
hairs were randomly selected. After eliminating
10 maximum and 10 minimum values, the average
value of the remaining 30 data was taken as the
fracture stress and fracture strain of the hair sample.

Determination of water absorption capability

The hair samples were fixed on glass slides and dy-
namically observed under a KH-7700 digital three-
dimensional video microscope (HIROX, Japan) be-
fore and after addition of water droplets on the sur-
face by taking images every 30 s for a total of 30 min.
These images were then analyzed with Image-Pro
Plus 6.0 software, as shown in Fig. 2, where the
left images are taken before water absorption, and
the right ones after water absorption. The diameter
of hair sample on each image was measured three
times and their average was regarded as the diame-
ter of the sample at the moment. The hair swelling
rate, E, was calculated as

E =
d1− d0

d0
×100%,

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of different hair samples
before and after water absorption.

Table 1 Characteristics of damaged hair samples before
and after repair using different methods.

Alkali Fracture Fracture Swelling
solubility stress strain rate

Damaged hair 16.14% 0.832 N 8.81 mm 38.34%
KRS 8.19% 1.545 N 9.71 mm 14.09%
TGRS 6.99% 1.042 N 9.42 mm 21.02%
TG-KRS 4.92% 1.668 N 10.17 mm 2.34%

KRS, keratin repair solution; TGRS, TG enzyme repair
solution; TG-KRS, keratin-TG enzyme combined repair
solution.

where d1 is the diameter after water adsorption, and
d0 is the diameter before water adsorption.

Structural characterization of hair samples

The surface attenuation total reflection of the
hair samples was measured with Nicolet10 Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometer with wavelength
in the range of 500–4000 cm−1. Changes in crys-
tallization degree of hair samples were determined
with X-ray diffractometer (Brook, Germany) in the
scanning range of 5–60° at the scanning rate of
2°/min. The surface characters of samples were
measured with Hitachi Regulus 8220 scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) at the voltage of 5.0 kV.
The microscopic topography of the sample surface
was scanned with a MultiMode8 Atomic force mi-
croscope (Brook, Germany).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of damaged hair samples before
and after repair

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the damaged
hair samples before and after different repair meth-
ods. All three repairing methods had certain repair
effects. Among them, keratin-TG enzyme combined
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repair solution had the best repair effect with al-
kali solubility reduced from 16.14% to 4.92%, the
fracture stress increased from 0.832 N to 1.668 N,
the fracture strain increased from 8.81 mm to
10.17 mm, and swelling rate reduced from 38.34%
to 2.34%. Hair repair with TG enzyme repair solu-
tion mainly depends on the catalytic action of TG en-
zyme to crosslink intra- or inter-molecular chains in
the hair fibers [13]. Hair repair with keratin repair
solution mainly depends on penetration of keratin
into the hair cortex, where it interacts with and
crosslink to the exposed hydrophilic groups in the
damaged hair to form covalent bonds [14]. While
in hair repair with TG enzyme repair solution, the
catalytic effect of TG enzyme promotes crosslinks
not only intra- and inter- of molecular chains in the
damaged hairs, but also between the extra keratin
molecules and the fiber molecular chains in the
hair, so that more keratin and broken fiber molec-
ular chains participate in the cross-linking reaction,
which, to a greater extent, improves the mechanical
properties of the damaged hair and reduces the
alkali solubility [13–16].

Structural characterization of damaged hairs
before and after repair

Fig. 3a shows the infrared spectra of damaged hair
as well as KRS, TGRS and TG-KRS, where the
characteristic peaks at 3100 cm−1, 1689 cm−1,
1531 cm−1, and 1290 cm−1 correspond to the amide
group (-CONH-), amide I band, amide II band, and
amide III band, respectively.

Compared to the non-repaired hair samples,
all treatments did not shift the peak positions of
the hair samples, but significantly increased the
area of each peak and the abundance of the amide
bond, with keratin-TG enzyme combined repair so-
lution treatment showing the most significant effect.
These results indicate that TG enzyme treatment
does not affect the fine structure of the hair pro-
teins while improving the physicochemical prop-
erties of the damaged hair. The increase in the
abundance of amide bonds indicates that addition
of keratin provides more repair sites for TG en-
zyme to form a dense spatial network structure via
crosslinks and increase in hair strength and stress
resistance [17–19].

Fig. 3b shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of
damaged hair as well as KRS, TGRS, and TG-
KRS. The higher the crystallinity is, the greater the
percentage of the crystalline region in the entire
fiber [20]. Because of the dense structure and high
density of the crystalline zone, there are more strong
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Fig. 3 (a) ATR-FTIR diagram and (b) XRD diagram of the
damaged hair sample as well as KRS, TGRS and TG-KRS.

chemical bonds between the molecules, which re-
sults in improved tensile strength, toughness and
stability of the fiber. Therefore, water molecules and
chemicals are not easy to enter, which also leads to
a decrease in alkali solubility. The crystallinity of
KRS is closest to that of the damaged hair samples;
while those of TGRS and TG-KRS were 16% and
35% higher than that of the damaged hair samples,
respectively. These results show that during the
repair process, TG enzyme and keratin molecules
could easily penetrate into the random regions of
the hair fibers, so that crosslink reaction reoccurs
both inter- and intra- molecular chains under the
catalytic action of TG enzyme. In addition, keratin
also reacts with the amino acid residues inside the
hair fibers. Thus, the random regions inside the
protein fiber under the action of chemical bonds
affect the spatial arrangement of the original molec-
ular chains, which improves the regularity of the
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Fig. 4 SEM images of (a) damaged hair samples, (b) KRS,
(c) TGRS and (d) TG-KRS.

molecular chains, leading to increased crystalliza-
tion degree of the repaired hair samples [20–23].

Fig. 4 shows the scanning electron micrographs
of the damaged hair sample as well as KRS, TGRS
and TG-KRS. The curled, warped and deformed
scales due to external factors were clearly seen in
the image of the damaged hair sample (Fig. 4a).
White attachments on the slightly rough surface of
the hairline were seen in the image of KRS (Fig. 4b)
possibly due to keratin attachment. Closed and
slightly warped scales were seen in the image of
TGRS (Fig. 4c). A small amount of attachments
and well-closed, un-wrapped scales were seen in the
image of TG-KRS. The attachments under keratin
treatment alone only adhere to the hair surface for
a very short period and are easy to fall off to form
“dandruff”. In addition, TG enzyme treatment alone
is unable to completely repair the warped scales,
indicating that the crosslink sites provided by TG
enzyme are insufficient to completely repair hair
damages. For repair with combined TG enzyme and
keratin, keratin molecules that are not involved in
the hair repair will react with TG enzyme to form a
flocculent precipitate, which is easy to wash away;
while the keratin involved in the repair are cross-
linked to the hair protein fibers, or other keratin
molecules on the protein fiber, so that the treated
hair protein fiber not only has a smoother surface,
but also stronger mechanical properties [24, 25].

Fig. 5 shows the topology of the hair samples
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Fig. 5 AFM images of (a) damaged hair, (b) KRS,
(c) TGRS and (d) TG-KRS, and (e) the calculated surface
roughness.

under AFM. The surface scales of the damaged hair
samples were destroyed, showing increased surface
roughness (Fig. 5a). This is mainly because the hair
scales are turned upward, resulting in a larger gap
between the hair scales and the hair shaft, which
enlarges the measurement result. The surface scales
of KRS or TGRS (Fig. 5b-c) are only slightly closed
than those of the damaged hair samples. Especially,
there are many attachments on the surface of KRS.
Due to the film-forming properties of keratin, a
thin film will be formed on the hair surface with
obvious graininess. The scales of TG-KRS are closed
with regular surface structure, smooth surface and
fewer foreign objects (Fig. 5d). These results are
consistent with the infrared and SEM results, and
prove that TG enzyme plays an important role in the
repair of the damaged hairs.

Fig. 5e shows the roughness of the hair sur-
face analyzed through NanoScope analysis 1.5 and
origin 2018 software. The surface roughness of
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the damaged hair samples is extremely high. TG
enzyme repair solution treatment only slightly im-
proves the surface roughness of the damaged hair
samples; while keratin repair solution obviously im-
proves the surface roughness and makes the surface
become smooth. More importantly, treatment with
keratin-TG enzyme combined repair solution signif-
icantly improves the surface roughness and makes
the surface even smoother compared with treatment
with keratin repair solution, which are consistent
with the results observed by SEM. Overall, together
with infrared and XRD analyses, the results indicate
that treatment with keratin-TG enzyme combined
repair solution leads to crosslinks of a large amount
of keratin or keratin peptides to the damaged sites
of the hair under the action of TG enzyme or via
disulfide bond recombination occurring between the
proteins, so that the surface of the damaged hair is
modified by keratin and TG enzyme and becomes
smooth [26].

CONCLUSION

In this study, we obtained a keratin repair solution
with the best molecular weight ratio and used TG
enzyme as additive for double repair via protein
recombination and TG enzyme crosslink to obtain
modified protein fibers with better quality. Com-
pared with keratin repair alone and TG enzyme
repair alone, the use of keratin-TG enzyme com-
bined repair solution to repair hair samples not only
significantly reduces the alkali solubility and water
swelling rate of the hair, but also causes the breaking
stress of the hair and the fracture strain is signifi-
cantly increased. This method not only ameliorates
the quality of artificially and naturally damaged
hairs, improves damage resistance, increases gloss
and toughness of human hairs, and prevents dry and
frizzy hair texture, but also opens up a new direction
of green, environmentally friendly and efficient bio-
logical care, thus providing great potentials for the
application of various protein-based materials.
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